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We had a nice surprise at the March club meeting at Bayland. Mr. John Doehring, the 

Eastern District Director of the NMRA, came to the meeting. He is originally from the 

Houston Area and was visiting. He gave a brief message regarding the new features and 

appeared to enjoy himself at the session. As usual, we had great attendance at Bayland. We 

are doing quite well in keeping the “Big Room”…let’s keep it up! Robert Ashcraft gave an 

interesting and informative clinic stressing the importance of having reliable track work. 

Very well done. He also showed a video that he had created featuring a freight run on his 

marvelous railroad. Robert has created a true masterpiece. 

JayC has plenty of clinics/presentations setup…enough for the remainder of 2023. However, 

we do need snack/drinks providers. Just get in touch with JayC. In any case, I still 

encourage everyone to consider providing a clinic or presentation. Your presentation can be 

a short one…20 minutes, or so. And, as I mention every month, we really need to continue 

to support the Lone Star Region and, for sure, Division 8, especially the clinics. The next 

one will likely be scheduled for May. More details will be provided via email. All of the 

Division 8 events are held on Saturday Mornings from 10:00 AM until Noon at the Tracy 

Gee facility. Remember that the 2023 LSR will be held in conjunction with the 2023 

National NMRA Convention in the Dallas area. Let’s attend if you can. 

As reported in March, our Annual Train Show was a huge success. At this session, Dick 

Louvet confirmed that we had over 1800 attendees at the show and did quite well 

financially. Well DONE! We will be sending a letter of appreciation to Scale Trains for their 

attendance and presentation. Hopefully, we can get more national vendors to attend in the 

future.   

So, that’s it for this month! I want to wish all of my SanJac club colleagues…HAPPY 

RAILROADING! See you at the April 2023 Meeting! 

Gene 
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      The Wreck at Fat Nancy                       By Jeff Williams 

 

As most of you know, one of my interests is American history, specifically Civil War history.  With current 

news stories focused on very bad railroad accidents, I was reminded the other day about the train wreck at the 

“Fat Nancy” trestle, which was, up until that time, the worst train accident in the state of Virginia.  In case you 

were wondering, no, this accident did not occur during the Civil War years, but there is a Civil War 

component to this story that I find interesting. 

Confederate General James Longstreet traveled extensively by train after the Civil War.  He had cotton and 

insurance businesses in New Orleans and a family farm in Gainesville, GA.  In addition, due to his republican 

leanings (yes, he even supported Ulysses S. Grant’s run for the Presidency, causing much anger in the South 

towards him at the time) Longstreet was given several government commissions that had him traveling back 

and forth to Washington D.C. and throughout much of the South, assisting in the Reconstruction efforts. 

In my Civil War series, you may remember me writing about General Longstreet receiving orders from 

General Lee to go defend Chattanooga, “at all costs” (Chapter 9 – “General Longstreet’s Long Ride”).  What 

resulted was the Confederacy’s greatest mobilization of rail lines, locomotives, and railroad cars of all types 

during the war.  Because of the recent fall of Knoxville, TN to the Federals, Longstreet had to move 12,000 

men via rail 800 miles in just 12 days, (down through Southern VA, NC, SC, and back up through Atlanta) 

arriving just in time to “save the day” at the Battle of Chickamauga in September 1863.  While Longstreet 

survived that train trip without incident, there was a head-on collision of two trains North of Atlanta that 

resulted in deaths and injuries.  

Fast forward to the early morning of July 12th, 1888.  The passenger train, “The Piedmont Airline”, Virginia 

Midland Train 52, was traveling Southbound from Alexandria, VA carrying several Civil War veterans, who 

were returning from the 25th Grand Reunion of Civil War Veterans from the Battle of Gettysburg.  The train 

consisted of a mail car, a baggage car, a smoking car, two passenger coaches, and three sleeper cars.  On board 

was James Longstreet, believed to be sleeping in the second from last sleeper car.  About two miles South of 

Orange, VA the train slowed as it approached the Fat Nancy Trestle – a 44 ft high, 487 ft long trestle.  

Newspaper reports about the accident that followed indicated that the train was moving under regular orders 

as it crossed the shaky trestle at between 4 and 6 mph.  The locomotive, Engine 694, had just about cleared the 

trestle when the trestle supports gave way, collapsing in the middle.  

Figure 1 - Train wreck at Fat Nancy Trestle - picture taken the day after the accident as all rail cars had fallen, or had been moved into ravine to 

facilitate the search for dead and injured passengers (except for the last sleeper car that can still be seen up on the Northern trestle). 
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      The Wreck at Fat Nancy                       By Jeff Williams 

 

The last sleeper car remained on the track, supported by the sleeper car in front of it that was vertical, pointed 

down after the accident, stuck nose first into the mud.  As the wreck unfolded, the locomotive and tender were 

pulled back off the trestle rails, as more trestle bents gave way, and fell on top of the mail and baggage cars.  

As a result of the accident 9 people were dead, including two Civil War veterans, and at least 26 people were 

injured.  Fortunately there was no fire or boiler explosion as a result of the incident.  The accident could have 

and probably should have resulted in many more dead and injured passengers and train crew personnel. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the 67-year-old James Longstreet emerged from the wreck essentially unscathed.  It is 

believed that this was likely due to the fact that he was sound asleep and “secured” in his sleeping birth when 

the accident happened, and thus did not have far to “fall” when his sleeper car dropped and hit the ground.  

Rumor has it that Longstreet somehow managed to wiggle his somewhat large frame through the sleeper car 

window after the accident although afterwards, while looking at the size of the opening, even he could not 

figure out how he was able to do that, given his large size.  After the accident Longstreet stayed to help the 

injured until sunrise, when more medical assistance arrived from Charlottesville, VA.  Legend has it that 

Longstreet then walked to a nearby farm house and borrowed a horse to continue his journey first to 

Washington D.C., where he was seeking a pension for his U.S. Army service during the Mexican War, before 

then traveling to his Gainesville, GA home. 

The trestle was actually scheduled to be demolished and replaced with earthworks and a stone and gravel 

culvert to allow the stream to pass through below.  The individual and civil engineer who had designed this 

replacement for the trestle was Cornelius G. Cox.  In a twist of fate and irony, Mr. Cox was also traveling on 

The Piedmont Airline, Train 52 that day and unfortunately died in the accident. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Culvert and earthworks designed by Cornelius G. Cox to replace the Fat Nancy Trestle and who died in the accident                                    

at Fat Nancy Trestle on July 12, 1888. 
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      The Wreck at Fat Nancy                       By Jeff Williams 

Figure 3 - Inscription just above culvert keystone recognizing Cornelius Cox as the civil engineer who designed the "fix"                                               

for the shaky Fat Nancy Trestle. 

By now you are probably wondering how the Fat Nancy trestle got its most unusual name.  The official name 

of the trestle was actually the “Browning Trestle”, based on who owned the land that it sat on at the time.  

However, locals and Virginia Midland Railroad locomotive engineers and firemen affectionately called the 

trestle “Fat Nancy” out of respect for the rather large African-American lady who lived in the very modest 

house on the South side of the trestle and who was a “trestle watcher”.  Her name was actually Emily Jackson 

and she made her living washing clothes.  She would always come outside when she heard a train coming to 

wave her green-checkered gingham apron to everyone and the trainmen would often toss out lumps of coal to 

help “Nancy” heat up her food or warm her house and/or they might toss her some fruit from their lunch 

baskets.  According to the Baltimore Sun, she was a woman of "great size and uncouth appearance."  Could 

that be Fat Nancy standing on the slope in Figure 1, in front of the still standing Southern trestle, fretting over 

the horrible sight in front of her, or had she, in fact, “disappeared”?  Since there are no period photographs of 

“Fat Nancy”, we will likely never know. 

Figure 4 - "Fat Nancy" always waived to the trains as they passed over the trestle next to her small home. 
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      The Wreck at Fat Nancy                       By Jeff Williams 

 

Here is a link to a video ode to the “Wreck at the Fat Nancy Trestle”: 

Wreck At The Fat Nancy Trestle - YouTube 

 

Interesting facts:   

1. James Longstreet served as the U.S. Commissioner of Railroads in the McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt 

administrations from 1897 until his death in 1904.   

2. The official cause of the wreck at the Fat Nancy trestle was “rotten timbers”.  The trestle was being 

worked on in the days preceding the accident and clearly was rickety to begin with, but nobody realized 

how recent significant rains had caused the main support beams to deteriorate at an accelerated pace. 

 

*Personal Note:  Somewhat shocking to me is the fact that nowhere in the biography of General James 

Longstreet (Simon and Schuster, 1993), by Jeffrey D. Wert, was there any mention of the General surviving 

this “near death” experience at the Fat Nancy trestle.  Guess it wasn’t all that significant, relatively speaking, 

given all the other near death experiences Longstreet faced during that horrible war. 

 

    Greater Houston Train Show              Photo by Jeff Williams 

An exhausted Steve Sandifer waits for the last vendor to pack up and leave the 

Pasadena Convention Center after yet another highly successful                                

2023 Greater Houston Train Show.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VHNLZxHqlw
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      Mark’s Minute           By Mark Couvillion 

 

Turn Up Your Coupler Trip Pins 

Knuckle coupler manufacturers recommend that you adjust the trip pins on the 

mounted knuckle couplers to 1/32” over the gauge surface. This supposedly 

assures that the metal trip pin is sufficiently close to the fixed magnet or 

electromagnet between the rails to enable automatic uncoupling. My experience is 

that inevitably the coupler droops from what you initially install, lowering the end 

of the pin that 1/32” so that it snags rails in turnouts, platforms between the rails, 

or anything else that may stick up to the height of the railhead. I have been 

bending the ends of the trip pins up just a little so that the lowest part of the trip 

pin is NOT the end of the pin but just a little past the end of the pin. This assures 

that the trip pin cannot catch on anything but glides over any obstruction between 

the rails. I adjust every knuckle coupler before I mount it by using a small needle 

nose pliers to catch both ends of the pin and squeeze them together slightly to 

close the circle a bit. The trip pins more closely resemble the train line when two 

cars are coupled together, as there is a natural loop as seen from the side rather 

than the cross or “X” if the pins are left straight. The uncoupling magnets will still 

do their job! 

Next Month  -  Store Kadee Shims on Safety Pins 
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      Campbell Supply Company                By Gene Mangum 

Have I ever told you that I really like Campbell Kits? Yeah, I’m sure I have. Well this article discusses the 

hallmark of the Campbell Scale Models Company, the Campbell Supply Company - kit # 363. I purchased this 

kit, likely, back in the 1970’s. I finally built it for the Mystic Branch. It has a place of honor on the Branch, in 

the small town of Val Verde. I didn’t have enough room to make it rail-served, so it receives rail goods from 

the Val Verde Team Track along with the Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA), HEB and other 

businesses. SP also receives equipment, rail, ties, etc., at the Team Track. The goods that the Campbell Supply 

Company receive are then trucked over, unloaded, and stored in the warehouse as shown in Figure 1, below. 

This figure shows the Campbell Supply Company as finally permanently installed. 

Figure 1 - Campbell Supply Company in Val Verde 

As with other Campbell kits, the instructions are clearly written and all of the components are of high quality. 

Some parts such as the walls are precut but most require cutting and fitting to include items like the window 

and door castings. There are three discrete buildings: the main warehouse, the shed annex and the office. The 

main warehouse and the shed annex share the main platform. The office has its own foundation a step or so 

down from the main platform. There is also a covered front porch in front of the main warehouse. The main 

platform and office foundation are made from scribed gang plank material. The floor beams for the main 

platform are strip wood as is the front bumper and platform legs. The office foundation is made in a similar 

fashion, several steps lower. The main warehouse and shed annex are modeled with horizontal overlapping 

siding whereas the office is modeled with vertical board and batten siding. All of the roofs are modeled using 

Campbell’s excellent wooden shingles. The Campbell Supply Company sign provided with the kit is mounted 

using my standard technique. I did not include an interior in the office since it is not really visible from normal 

viewpoints. I did add a few details in the interiors of the warehouse and annex – boxes crates, etc., that would 

be viewable through the open doors. I painted the buildings with Testors POLLY Scale™ Guilford Gray 

acrylic paint. The platforms and foundations were stained with an India ink/alcohol wash. 
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      Campbell Supply Company                By Gene Mangum 

 

The lot is 3/16” cork painted with the same latex paint used to represent Hill Country Soil as shown in Figure 

2, here. As can be seen in this early view, there is a ditch between the access road and the lot. The parking lot 

has not been installed. It was installed after the access road was “paved”. Likewise, the areas outside the 

parking lot have not been detailed, including the trees and other vegetation. This also occurred after the access 

road was “paved”. 

 

Once the access road was “paved” the parking lot and transition through the ditch were created using black 

200 grit sandpaper to resemble hot-mix. The remainder of the lot was detailed using chunks of foam, ground 

foam, and several trees from Woodland Scenics®. See Figure 1. I built the various crates and boxes from strip 

wood. The labels are from some unknown manufacturer. The other details including the barrels, figures and 

truck are from several different manufacturers as well. The figures below show detailed views of the front of 

the structure. Figure 3 shows the office, Figure 4 shows a front view of the warehouse, and Figure 5 shows a 

front view of the shed annex. 

 

 

Well, that’s it for this month; see you next month with a new topic. 

Figure 2 - Early Incarnation Showing the Lot 

Figures 3, 4, & 5 - Detailed views of Campbell Supply Company 
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Hobos North 
By Richard Day 

Lights along the boarding platform break the summer night as I ease my car into a space next to the 
depot. A handful of passengers can be seen waiting for tonight’s arrival of “The Eagle”. By summer of 1969 
only four short years away “The Eagle” will make its last run and passengers will no longer board the trains at 
Longview. Mack and I lock the car and make our way across the passenger platforms and into the darkness of 
the rail yard. This Friday night our plan is to depart from Longview by train, but not in the comfort of a coach 
seat or sleeper. Tonight we are going to experience the life of a hobo by boarding a freight train heading north 
to St. Louis.  

Many times, I have watched the nightly arrival and departure of “The Eagle” and I have learned from 
these experiences that a north bound freight normally arrives ahead of “The Eagle” and is held by the 
dispatcher in the railroad yard until after “The Eagle” departs. If this is true tonight we will have the 
opportunity to execute our carefully crafted plan of locating an empty freight car in order to be on board when 
the train departs to follow “The Eagle” north. In the shadows of the rail yard we hear the sound of a 
locomotive horn announcing the arrival of a north bound freight. Our plan is falling into place as we survey 
the train cars rolling by until the ideal car for our use is spotted. Squealing brakes bring the train to a stop and 
in the darkness of the yard we climb aboard our car. We are fortunate tonight as we select an empty baggage 
car that is no longer needed by the railroad and is in route to a scrap dealer. I tell Mack that this car will ride 
nicely, and we have the benefit of two windowed doors on each side. As we make ourselves comfortable “The 
Eagle” arrives and the ritual of passengers boarding can be seen from our car door. Shortly “The Eagle” leaves 
and I tell Mack it will not be long before we are on our way.  

The sudden rattling jolt takes us by surprise as the locomotives have taken up the slack and our car 
begins moving. The realization that we are now committed slows our conversation. My watch shows 9:45PM 
as the train leaves Longview yard behind and gains speed on the main line. East Texas dust and grit blow 
through the open doors of our car and the rumbling sounds of the train drown conversation. Soon the railroad 
parallels US highway 80 and we look out to see travelers in their automobiles making their way alongside us. 
Riding up and down the East Texas hills we experience what railroaders call slack action. Couplers that hold 
rail cars together have some “give” in them and this causes slack action. 

Though the give in each coupler may be only a half inch, in a train of a hundred cars it adds up to 
several feet. So as the locomotives pull the train up the hill the slack is pulled out and as the train starts down 
the hill gravity pushes the rear cars toward the locomotives and the slack runs in. One can hear the thump, 
thump, thump, as slack affects each car. Quite quickly we learn to listen as the thumps get louder and to be 
holding on to something. Otherwise, we find ourselves no longer standing, but on our backsides sliding along 
the floor of the car.  

Passing through Marshall we see the car inspectors with their bright lights looking at each car to make 
sure there are no problems. Still standing at Jefferson we see one of the last Texas and Pacific Railway water 
tanks; a reminder of the steam locomotive era. Sometime after midnight the train slows and begins to make its 
way into the depths of the Texarkana rail yard. Coming to a stop the midnight darkness is broken only by tall 
pole lights in the distance. Through the dusty windows of our car doors all we can see is a field of dark freight 
cars. An eerie quietness sets in, punctuated by the occasional distant clang of cars being coupled and the hiss 
of air in the train brake. Mack and I talk in whispers and wonder how long we will be here, how far we will 
travel, and can we get back home by Saturday night. Being home by Saturday night is important as our parents 
expect us to be in church on Sunday morning. Our preparations included stashing money in our shoes should 
we get desperate and need to buy a passenger train ticket to get home. I tell Mack that the train crew changes 
in Texarkana as this is where we leave the Texas and Pacific Railway and enter the Missouri Pacific Railroad.  
 A sudden rattling sound of a door opening on the opposite side of the car gets our attention. In the dim 
light we see a figure entering our car. As the intruder climbs in he spots us and stops briefly. In a gruff voice 
he states “you boys don’t mind if I share your car?” As I recall neither of us said anything; perhaps we 
unconsciously nodded our acceptance. With a jolt the train begins moving. Hobo Sam settles down in one end 
of the car: Mack and I in the other end.  

   Derail Archives November 2012     Submitted by Richard Louvet 
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Throughout the night our train crawls across the hills of Arkansas. The best sleep comes when we pull 
into a siding and wait for another train to pass. Sleeping while moving is almost impossible as we wait for the 
thump, thump, thump of the slack action to reach our car and then with a loud thump we slide backward along 
the floor. This is followed by the slack running in and the resulting slide forward along the floor. Finally, I 
give up trying to sleep and just sit looking out the door at the moonlit countryside.  

At sunrise Mack and I are standing in the door watching as the outskirts of Little Rock, Arkansas slide 
by. Hobo Sam who has not spoken all night joins us at the door and asks, “You boys got any money for 
breakfast”. I have always wondered if he was going to offer to buy us breakfast or if he was looking to us for a 
handout. Mack and I move to the other door as the train rattles across the Arkansas River bridge. In the 
distance the state capitol dome glows gold in early morning sun. I tell Mack it is time to part company with 
Sam. He agrees. Moving slowly now the train is entering the North Little Rock yard so we decide to jump 
from our car. I jump first and although our speed is less than 15 mph I forget to “hit the ground running”. I go 
face down into the rock ballast of the roadbed. Fortunately, my hands and arms break the fall so I only end up 
with scratched hands and forearms. Perhaps Mack saw my face down exit or perhaps he just knew better, but 
whatever the reason he manages to jump and remain upright. We never saw hobo Sam again.  

My watch shows 6:00am as we walk away from the tracks and down one of Little Rock’s city streets. 
Within a short distance we spot a small diner that is doing a brisk business this early Saturday morning. 
Deciding that a good breakfast is in order we make our way inside and take a table. Looking at the crowd 
confirms that this is a working man’s eatery. Breakfast this morning is eggs, bacon, and toast, and it tastes 
really good after a long night of riding the rails. Realizing that traveling from Longview to Little Rock was an 
all-night task we decide that our ultimate goal of St. Louis is no longer an option. In fact we need to find a 
train going south and hope that by nightfall we arrive in Longview. Retracing our steps we head back to the 
tracks.  

We are discussing how to locate a south bound train when we run into a figure sitting trackside in the 
shade of some bushes. From his place in the shade Kingpin motions us over and asks where we are going. 
Being young and tough Mack and I look at Kingpin who appears to us to be 70 years old and decide we can 
handle him. Explaining our need to go south Kingpin quickly tells us that there will soon be a south bound 
train headed our way and it will be moving slowly. We should be able to find and empty car and board easily. 
Our new hobo companion remarks that it is going to be a hot one today and asks if we have water for the trip. 
Shaking our heads no, Kingpin gets up and tells us to follow. A little further back in the bushes we find an 
area littered with trash and empty wine bottles. Selecting two bottles with screw caps Kingpin hands them to 
us and directs us over to a water hydrant. Here we wash out the bottles and fill then with water for our trip. It 
is fascinating what one can learn from older more experienced folks.  

   Derail Archives November 2012     Submitted by Richard Louvet 
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With our newly acquired canteens in hand we arrive trackside to see the headlight of a southbound 
train headed our way. After the locomotives pass the three of us move into position to board. Loaded cars keep 
rolling by and I am beginning to think we’re not going to find an empty when Kingpin spots a box car with its 
doors open. We all begin running beside the car. Kingpin is the first to climb in, Mack follows him, and I am 
last to climb in. For those of you who have never been up close to a railroad box car, the door opening is four 
feet above the ground. There are no steps or handles around the door opening. To this day I don’t know how I 
was able to run alongside the moving car, grab the door frame, and haul myself up and into the car. I don’t 
want to consider the result if any of us had slipped and fallen on the rails.  

My joy of successfully climbing aboard quickly turns sour as I discover the car has recently carried a 
load of raw sugar. In this era railroads would staple heavy cardboard type paper halfway up the door openings 
of box cars and then load loose bulk commodities such as grains, flour, and in our case raw sugar. I have never 
seen before or since so many black flies in one location. Our return trip is not starting out well. All three of us 
are standing in the door trying to breathe without sucking flies down our throats. Looking forward I notice the 
train making a sharp right turn and now heading northwest. In planning this trip one prudent thing I brought 
along with me is a small system map of the Missouri Pacific Railroad. Very quickly I study the map and 
discover our train is no longer headed south but is on the northwest line to Ft. Smith and eventually Kansas 
City. Pointing to the map I tell Mack we are in trouble and must get off now. Kingpin hears our discussion, 
looks out the door, and with several expletives confirms the route.  

The train is beginning to pick up speed so without further discussion I jump out of the car and make a 
stand up exit by hitting the ground running. I watch as Mack and Kingpin continue to stand in the door as the 
car disappears around the bend. Suddenly it hits me that I am now all alone, and Mack and Kingpin are on 
their way to Kansas City. Running alongside the train around the curve I finally find Mack walking back 
toward me. “What took you so long to jump?” I ask and he replies that Kingpin said he was too old to jump 
and he was begging me to stay with him. Somewhat shaken by this unfortunate event we began walking back 
to the water hydrant to replace our canteens which were now on their way to Kansas City.  

While filling our new canteens with water we encounter Night Traveler who like Kingpin tells us to 
expect a south bound train at any time. Night Traveler is headed north so very shortly he leaves Mack and me 
and heads toward the north end of the freight yards. We just get into a shady spot when the headlight of 
another south bound train approaches. As before we wait till the locomotives pass and then move into position 
to board. Coming toward us we see an open top car loaded with some earth moving equipment. Noting there is 
space among the equipment and convenient steps and ladders on the car end we decide to board this car. Once 
aboard we intently keep our eyes forward to ensure this train is going south and does not become a repeat 
Kansas City experience. Luck is with us as we pass the junction to Ft. Smith and Kansas City, cross the 
Arkansas River, and head south out of Little Rock toward Longview.  

   Derail Archives November 2012     Submitted by Richard Louvet 
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Throughout the heat of this summer’s day we continue south through Malvern, Arkadelphia, Prescott, 
Hope, and into Texas at Texarkana. To avoid the sun’s heat we seek shade by sliding underneath the earth 
moving equipment and lying on the car floor. Somewhere south of Texarkana we stop on a side track to let 
other trains pass. An ice bunker refrigerator car is just ahead of us and I can see water from the melting ice 
dripping from the car. With my empty canteen in hand I climb down and walk to the refrigerator car. Holding 
my wine bottle under the drip spout the melting ice slowly begins to fill the bottle. Two short blasts of the 
locomotive horn interrupt the process so I rush back to our car and get aboard just as the train begins moving. 
Sampling my new water supply I am surprised at its salty taste; it is not useable. After this trip I learn that salt 
is normally added to ice bunker refrigerator cars to improve ice melt and cooling.  

Between Texarkana and Marshall there are stretches where US highway 59 parallels the railroad. We 
take this opportunity to wave at the motorists traveling beside our train. More than once we see parents 
pointing us out to their children. No doubt these kids are being told all sorts of stories about the sad lives of 
hobos. I’m sure they don’t realize we are simply college students enjoying a hobo experience. As we approach 
Marshall, I tell Mack that if the train stops for a crew change we need to get off because it most likely will not 
stop again in Longview. The good news is that we are going to be in Marshall before passenger train 27 
arrives. So, if we have to get off in Marshall then we can buy a ticket and ride the last 20 miles to Longview in 
air conditioned comfort. If there is no stop in Marshall then hopefully the train will stop in Longview or at 
least slow enough for us to get off. Marshall comes and goes with no stops.  

Seven miles from Longview we pass through Hallsville and are now paralleling US highway 80. At 
this point we are becoming genuinely concerned about what might happen at Longview. I guess that since 
there was no crew change stop in Marshall one of two things will happen. Either the train will continue west 
past Longview to the next crew change point of Mineola or the train will take the junction south to go to 
Houston. The first option will not allow us to get off as the train will remain at speed. The second option to 
Houston will allow us to get off because the train must proceed slowly through the junction. We hope for the 
latter.  

Entering the outskirts of Longview our eyes are focused on the front of the train to see which route is 
to be taken. As we crest the hill and head toward the Longview yard the train begins slowing and soon we spot 
the locomotives entering the junction. When our car reaches the end of the passenger platforms I tell Mack it 
is time to get off as the speed will not get much slower. We both make a graceful exit onto the east end of the 
passenger platform and begin the walk to the station and my car. Our hobo experience has ended and now it is 
time to head home, get something to eat, and clean up. As we arrive at my house my mom’s face which 
looked very worried Friday when told her of our plan now shines brightly. I tell her it was a great trip but not 
one I will soon if ever repeat. After dinner we sleep for twelve hours.  

 

Though the hobos were real, the names Sam, Kingpin, and Night Traveler are fictitious. As I recall 

Mack and I never learned their real names nor gave them ours. I have often thought that if I ever was back in 
Little Rock could I find that diner where we had breakfast. Most likely not, 46 years is a long time and many 

changes have taken place. 

   Derail Archives November 2012     Submitted by Richard Louvet 
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   Layout Identification Question                  Photos by Zachary Neeley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I visited with my dad and sister back in fall of 1987. I believe it was at a gentleman's house in the Clear 

Lake area, possibly Seabrook.  Does anyone have information on whose layout this may have been? 

Thank you, 

Zachary  zachary_neeley@yahoo.com  

mailto:zachary_neeley@yahoo.com
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     Celebration Corner                  By Divina Gato-Hogno 

Happy  

April Birthdays! 

Brian Jansky 
with his wife and daughter on their trip 

to Disneyland in Fall 2022  

Tom Bailey  
Tom will be celebrating his birthday 

on April 1st (no fooling). 

Don Bozman 
Happy Belated March Birthday! Don 

celebrated his 86th birthday on March 16th.  
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     Celebration Corner                  By Divina Gato-Hogno 

Gilbert and Emmy Freitag 
Photo taken during a vacation in Colorado  

Craig and Laurie Brantley  
will celebrate their 41st wedding anniversary on April 24th. 

Photo taken during their 2022 United Kingdom Cruise.  

NOTE: Please share your celebrations with your San Jac family by emailing d.gatohogno@gmail.com before the 9th of April to be included in 

the next Derail edition.  If you are not yet a member, please visit sanjacmodeltrains.org for information on how to join.  

mailto:d.gatohogno@gmail.com
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The clinic was “Basic Trackwork” by Robert Ashcraft. 

Gene Mangum called the business meeting to order at 8:01. 

There was one visitor and 50 members in attendance with 6 online. The visitor was John Doehring, who sits on the 

NMRA Board as the Eastern Director. He lives in Massachusetts but grew up just down the street from Bayland. He was 

visiting Houston on business and found out about our organization from contacts in Dallas. He was the region president 

before his current position. 

The NMRA is working on new activities to help regions and clubs.  Here are the two things he mentioned. 

• NMRA Interchange is a tool to connect with others. It is an updated version of forums and has video conference 

capability. It uses a platform named Discord.  All NMRA members can join Discord. There are about 20 messaging 

groups around the AP program, as well as many other topics. Anyone can start a new topic. 

• NMRA is working on a big educational initiative which will allow members to get specific information quickly. 

JayC says all clinic spots are taken in 2023. However, JayC likes to have spots filled for the next 12 months, so he is 

looking for clinicians in Jan-Mar 2024. We also need people to sign up for snacks in all future meetings. Robert 

Ashcraft has already signed up for the April meeting. 

Dick Louvet presented the treasurer’s report. The club made about $4,000 at the San Jac Train Show. Attendance was 

1588, including kids who got in free. 

Phil Stewart discussed LSR Division 8 events: 

1. All Division 8 clinics are at the Tracy Gee Center, 3599 Westcenter Drive, Houston. 

2. Part II of the scratch building make-and-take is March 11 at 10:00 AM. The clinic is about scratch building a 1930s 

flatcar. Even if you didn’t go to the first clinic, it is worth attending. Duane Richardson is the clinician. 

3. Phil is looking for clinicians for the remaining sessions this year. 

4. The National NMRA show is August 21-26 in Grapevine. This show is also known as the Texas Express. Phil 

encouraged us all to attend, since it is so close to us. The last national show here was in 1989. There will be 

prototype tours, non-rail tours, layout tours, guest speakers, vendors and many clinics. The website is 

2023texasexpress.com. 

Bob Sabol had no Derail updates. Bob mentioned that he looked at the 1988 November layout tour list and found 4 

people who have been on the tour for the 35 year period… Cliff Cheeseman, Bob Werre, Don Bozman, Barry Bogs MMR.  

Divina had nothing new on the Facebook page. 

Tom Bailey said the new club directory is input, but not fully published.  Contact Tom via email if you want to see it. A 

presentation on how to use this new direction app will be done at the April meeting. 

Gene mentioned that the club was asked to provide a volunteer to talk about trains, both model and prototype, at a 

summer school class in July. Dave Currey will do this. 

The club will send a letter to ScaleTrains.com thanking them for attending the February show. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:29 PM.  

The balance as of February 28 was $17,539.63. 

Income included $5530 in trains show cash sales, $1284 in net credit card sales, $370 in table sales, and $1395 in 

donations. 

Cash expenses were $1000 for train show setup, $90 for train show advertising, $293 for show security, $65 in table 

refunds and $15 for buckets for the raffle.  

Debit card expenses were $160 for another year of Zoom, $15 for a new camera cable, $87 for bracelets and $28 for 

envelopes. 

     March 7, 2023 Minutes                      By David Paul 

   February’s Treasurer’s Report      By Dick Louvet  
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Now In-Person and ONLINE  
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Sabol 

terri74@gmail.com 

 

Brakemen:  

Mark Couvillion    

 (mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)  

David N. Currey  

 (texasandlouisiana@msn.com) 

Divina Gato-Hogno 

 (d.gatohogno@gmail.com) 

Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com) 

Richard Louvet (secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org) 

Gene Mangum (president@sanjacmodeltrains.org) 

Steve Sandifer MMR (steve.sandifer@sbcglobal.net)  

 

 Video Corner 

 

 

Model Railroad Track Laying Tips- 
Curves Easements and 

Superelevation     

The Derail — April 2023 

President:  Gene Mangum  

president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Vice President: JayC Williams 

vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Secretary: David Paul 

dbpaul32@yahoo.com 

Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet     

secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Past President: Kelly Russell  MMR 

krussl@yahoo.com 

 

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, APRIL 4         

AT 7PM 

HYBRID MEETING: ONLINE AND IN-PERSON 

 

“CAR INVENTORY SYSTEM”  

BY BRUCE SOMMERS  
  

 

 

Refreshments:  

Robert Ashcraft 

(drinks and cookies) 
 

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  

Webmaster: Brian Jansky  

mailto:bsabol@stillmeadow.com
mailto:tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com
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mailto:texasandlouisiana@msn.com
mailto:d.gatohogno@gmail.com
mailto:brianj844@gmail.com
mailto:secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:steve.sandifer@sbcglobal.net
mailto:president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:dbpaul32@yahoo.com
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http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nu9qlIckU7Q

